Social media operating model.
A summary of our auditing product.

We review the ingredients for making sustainable,
efficient and effective use of social media across your
organisation

A social media operating model:
Sets a foundation on which best-in-class
social media activity can be delivered

Strategic
alignment

Process
optimisation

+

+

Governance

Team
structure

+

+

Technology
setup

Creative
excellence

Gives confidence to stakeholders across
the business
Helps ensure the efficient use of social
media by design
Without this in place, businesses are:
In danger of inconsistent or duplicated
activity
At risk of social media not aligning to
objectives
Left more open to reputational risk
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How our audit works…
Social Media Operating Model Audit | Framework

1.
2.
3.

We use stakeholder interviews, questionnaires and
desk research to capture a detailed understanding
of the current situation

Next, we evaluate the findings against industry and
social network best practice, plus our proprietary
knowledge, to identify risks, issues and opportunities

Finally, we deliver a roadmap of recommendations
aligned to our audit framework to help support a
structured implementation

Category

Sub-category

1. Strategic
alignment

a. Objectives and audience mapping
b. Measurement

2. Governance

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

3. Technology
setup

4. Process
optimisation

Social media account structure
Security management
Crisis management
Channel strategy
Governance
Stakeholder2.
management
Social network engagement
Employee
engagement
Sub-category
Evaluation criteria
Reporting
2a. Social media
• What accounts are c
account
structure tools • Why are they org
a. Social media
management
b. Access controls
• Do all accounts fo
a.
b.
c.
d.

Customer care
Paid media
Influencer management
Social listening

5. Team
structure

a. Knowledge management
b. Agency partners

6. Content
excellence

a. Content planning
b. Paid media amplification

• Who is responsible f
account (content, ad
social)

• Is this list docume

• Who is responsible f
of social accounts?

• How many apps a
have integration w
media accounts

• Are accounts setup a
consistent manner?

• Do unofficial accoun

• What process exi
removing these?

• What is the process
social media accoun
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• What criteria are
requests?

• Who coordinates

Our audit delivers…
An independent, expert-led assessment of your
social media operating model
An understanding of how your existing setup
compares to best practice
Prioritised, SMART1 recommendations tailored to
your organisation
A detailed actions tracker to help drive and deliver
change
Templates and checklists to support the
implementation of recommendations
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1

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timeboxed

Who are slp consulting?
We draw on more than 15 year’s experience delivering impactful social
business consulting services to FTSE 250 organisations across a variety of
industries including retail, finance, telecommunications, fashion,
publishing and business-to-business professional services.
Bringing an external point of view, we offer an objective perspective on
the current situation and challenge existing behaviours, as appropriate.
By combining a tried and tested framework with a flexible approach we
deliver tangible recommendations tailored to the needs of your business.
Get in touch
To start a conversation about running a social media operating model
audit, please contact:
Simon Preece, Founder and Director
simon@slpconsulting.co.uk
0203 290 6064 | 07970 890468
linkedin.com/in/simonlp
www.slpconsulting.co.uk
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“Very helpful, knowledgeable
and happy to recommend them
to other businesses”
Helen Collyer, Global Design &
Communications Head,
ZXY International

“We have really enjoyed the
whole process – a great
company to work closely with!”
Rod Moreno Masey, Founder,
Moreno Masey

